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Halifax Explosion Memorial Bell Tower
The biggest man-made explosion at the time took place in Halifax Harbour, Nova
Scotia, on 6 December 1917 when two vessels collided, one a fully laden
ammunition ship destined for Allied Forces in Europe.
The bell tower is a memorial to the casualties - 2000 died and 9000 were injured.
Nearly all structures within a half-mile radius were obliterated.
Photo Courtesy of Graham Whittington
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From Terry Gander
Book for Sale
Recent mentions of sound ranging in the OSNL
reminded me that I have on my shelves a booklet
that makes mention of the subject but one I have not
looked at for years. It is a small hard-back booklet
entitled “Artillery Survey in the First World War”.
Published by the Field Survey Association in 1971 and
compiled by a team headed by Sir Lawrence Bragg,
its 43 pages cover four topics: Survey, Counter
Battery, Flash Spotting, and Sound Ranging.
I am willing to pass on this rarity to anyone who can
use it. A sensible sum to pad out the pension would
be welcome (plus p & p).
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From the Editor – Graham Whittington
Thanks to everyone who sent in articles, photos, comments and queries for this
edition of the newsletter and for inclusion in future editions. Please keep them
coming. Articles from ‘first-time’ contributors are particularly welcome – book
reviews, visit or interest reports, etc. Things you take for granted may not be known
to other members but will be of interest to them.
The next edition will be published in April 2020 – copy needed by 9th March. Please
send copy, electronically if possible as a WORD document, to
graham.whittington@hotmail.co.uk – contact me for my address if you need to
send your copy in paper form. The contributor should ensure that any copyrighted
material has permission for use and that the original owner is attributed. Views
expressed in articles are not necessarily those of the editor!
Neil Grant, Visits Secretary, is currently putting together his 2020 program. Keep an
eye on the OS website and future newsletters for details.
_________________________________________________________________________________
Big Cannon Project - feedback@bigcannonproject.org
The Big Cannon Project was set
up to develop a database which
will allow cannon enthusiasts all
over the world to record, using
photographs, measurements and
location, historic cannons and
guns.
www.bigcannonproject.org
We are looking for people to help
us continue testing the database
and give us feedback about how
we can improve and develop the
project.
Our recording system allows you to record as little or as much as you like. Just add a
photograph and a location or, if you can, add measurements using the online form.
The database has been set up to use on a computer or mobile phone so records
can be added in the field or from the comfort of your home.
To
give
feedback
or
get
feedback@bigcannonproject.org
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NAS/OS Joint Conference November 2019
Wooden Walls and Stone Bastions

The event was a huge success, well attended, with excellent presentations and a
range of interesting events held before and after the conference itself (Tour of Fort
Cumberland and Beer and Skittles on Friday, a photography workshop and
conference dinner on Saturday and tours of Fort Nelson and the Explosion Museum
on Monday).
The OS stand was busy both days. Nick Hall, Neil Grant, Trevor Parker, Geoff Smith,
Ian McKenzie staffed the stand and displayed interesting items from their own
collections. Peta Knott had produced brilliant banners for the stand. Photos on the
display boards were courtesy of Vernon Hawkes.
The AGM was held after the conference on Saturday 16th Nov and was attended
by 14 members. The unadopted minutes can be found on page 15.
The event was sponsored by:

Many thanks to the NAS for the opportunity to co-host the event which enabled the
OS present itself to a larger audience.
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NAS/OS Joint Conference November 2019
Wooden Walls and Stone Bastions
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From: Michael Lyons
The National Shell Filling Factory No.6, Chilwell, Nottinghamshire
The story of the National Shell Filling Factory No. 6 is probably best known for the
great loss of life when at 7.12pm on 1st July 1918 approximately 8 tons of TNT ignited
in the mixing house causing such an explosion that 134 workers were killed and a
further 250 were injured, of which a further 5 were believed to have died
subsequently from their injuries. Sadly only 32 bodies could be positively identified,
the rest were buried in a mass grave at the nearby Attenborough Church. This loss
of life was the greatest in a single explosion across the network of National Factories
during the war and represented around 60% of the national total.
What is probably less well known is that the task to design and then run what would
become the most significant shell filling factory of the First World War would fall to
one Viscount Godfrey John Boyd Chetwynd. Chetwynd had trained as a civil
engineer, had worked in the US and had pursued a very successful business career,
including being on the Board at Vickers, a major supplier of guns and ammunition.
His task was to achieve the twin aims of meeting the demands of the Army for vast
amounts of large calibre artillery shells using a novel product called ‘Amatol’.
Amatol is a mix of chemicals, the preferred ratio being 20% TNT to 80% ammonium
nitrate. Lloyd George was apparently keen on this ratio because if you use 20% of
TNT it costs much less to produce a shell than using a higher percentage of TNT
without denigrating the explosive power. The mix presented some technical
difficulties and the Chilwell factory had some specialised features to cope.
Ammonium nitrate is highly hydroscopic and before processing it needed to be
dried and crushed. In the design of the plant he adapted coal crushing, stone
pulverising, sugar drying, paint making, sugar sifting, flour milling and bread making
machines to the processes of preparing the ingredients and mixing the amatol.
In operation ammonium nitrate and pure TNT were delivered to the factory by rail
and kept in storehouses on the southern side of the factory until needed. After the
ammonium nitrate had been dried, it and the TNT passed to two separate multistorey mill buildings, similar in design to contemporary flour mills. The ingredients
were then milled and sifted and allowed to fall by gravity through the buildings. The
prepared powders then passed to the Mixing House where they were combined in
the correct proportions. The powdered amatol was then moved along a covered
passage to the Press Houses, in the meantime empty shells were brought from the
Empty Shell Store at the base of the hill. These were then filled with the powdered
amatol before the contents were compacted under hydraulic pressure. The filled
shells were then moved down the hill to the Filled Shell Store ready for dispatch.
The first shell was filled on the 8th January 1916 and the first batch of shells were
tested at the Shoeburyness firing range on January 23rd. Supply to the Army
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commenced in the April but was quickly stepped up and within the month
production had reached 7,000 shells a week which rose rapidly to 130,000 shells
using 900 tons of Amatol. On 15th June a record 46,725 shells were filled in 24 hours in
preparation for the main offensive on the Somme in the summer of that year. It is
said nearly all the large calibre shells used in the First Battle of the Somme were filled
at Chilwell. By September 2nd1916 the factory had filled its millionth shell.
King George V made a visit to the factory in December 1916 and is pictured with
Viscount Chetwynd within the Filled Shell Store. An extract from a report made in
1917 graphically describes how this building operated.
‘…The filled shell store with its nine acres of floor space has held at times a
stock of over 600,000 filled shell in addition to 100,000 empty shell stencilled
ready for filling in the Press Houses. Here the 72 overhead cranes rush
along, day and night, unloading empty shells from railway wagons on to
the stencilling tables, loading the stencilled shells on to the trucks which
carry them up the tramways to the Press Houses, picking the filled shells
off these trucks when they return and carrying them in batches of 8 or 12
to their appointed place, or picking up the filled shells from the stacks and
dumping them into the railway wagons in which they are carried to the
ports for shipment to France or elsewhere. This great store is undoubtedly
the showplace of the factory and visitors who have been privileged to see
it at work have never failed to express their astonishment and delight at
the spectacle.’
Much of this operation can be seen within the 1917 films taken in the factory and
now held by the Imperial War Museum. These can be viewed via:
https://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/1060045417
and
https://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/1060023048
By the end of the war the Chilwell factory had filled some 19,325,959 shells weighing
1,124,312 tons. An almost unimaginable destructive force. It had also contributed
22,909 sea mines and over 2,000 air bombs. Its impact was truly felt on land, on the
sea and from the air.
The factory was subsequently spared wholesale demotion that befell many of the
other national factories when it was soon converted into an Army Ordnance Depot
to receive returned equipment. In 1934 the site again found a new purpose when it
was decided that it would become the Army’s Central Motor Transport Depot and
during World War Two supplied the needs of the British Army and its allies with motor
vehicles and spares in every conflict zone.
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Post World War Two the site continued to serve the Army’s needs as an ordnance
depot up until 1982, after which it was again given purpose as an army barracks for
several regular and reserve units.
Remarkable even today buildings and features remain from the WW1 shell filling
factory, the most significant of which is the impressive Filled Shell Store which
despite being re-purposed several times over the last 100 years still contains echoes
of its original use including crane gantries, one of the overhead cranes, rail tracks
and fragments of the wooden block flooring which still contains the impressions
made by some of the over 19 million shells which were once stored there before
despatch to the Western Front.
In 2016 the Government announced the closure of the site and subsequent sale for
redevelopment, which will be a phased process from 2021. What this means for the
Shell Store is that one of the most significant and iconic remnants of the First World
War on the Home Front faces demolition unless proposals by the local community
can be bought to fruition, which include the establishment of a museum, so giving
the building yet another new lease of life.

A visit by King George V to the National Shell Filling Factory at Chilwell, Nottinghamshire, on 15 th
December 1916 © IWM HU 96427.
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A general scene showing workers, both male and female, amid rows and rows of shells in a large
warehouse at the National Filling Factory Chilwell. Around 21 August 1917. © IWM (Q 30011)

Impressions made by artillery shells still visible upon fragments of wooden block flooring within the
former Filled Shell Store No.6 NSFF, Chilwell.
Bibliography:
The Chilwell Story – Capt. MJ Haslam (1982)
Ordnance – Philip Hamlyn Williams (2018)
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From Rob Morgan
Small Ads in OSN
I don't happen to have 95k in Euros handy at present, and even if I did my wife
would never let me park a Flak 88 in the drive! The most unusual note on page 5 of
the October issue brought a couple of things to mind. Not merely the astonishing
number of these beasts which appear to have survived more than half a century,
and there are several in Spain. An example in remarkable condition stands outside
the Military Museum at Es Castell on Menorca, but I can't lay my hands on the photo
at present.
My thoughts turn to what Jose Martinez calls the ‘Bar Program’. The purchase by
Franco of a pile of German guns, afv's and other hardware, during WWII. Again,
there are numerous examples surviving. When I was in Cartagena a while back, the
Artillery Museum had a stripped down Stug III in the yard. Given the amount of
artillery, etc, purchased, and its obvious survival well after 1945, does anyone know
of a source which deals with the 'program'; with the amount of materiel which
crossed the Pyrenees, and its fate?
Finally, when it comes to buying a Flak gun of this, or any, size, a comment once
made to me by my old friend Lyle Hegstead in Olympia, USA comes to mind.
Donkey’s years ago, a shipment of WWII German 20mm anti-tank rifles found its way
on to the US weapons market. Lyle told me they proved quite popular, not just as
live-firing collector’s models, but because certain enterprising members of the
underworld discovered that these pieces could open up armoured bullion vans with
little effort. They were subsequently banned, he told me.

Request from Malcom Gladwell - gladwell@gmail.com
The Rise and Fall of Napalm
I’m a writer with The New Yorker magazine and am interested in telling the story of
the rise (and fall) of napalm.
Can any OS member tell me more about its chemistry, how it compared to other
incendiary devices of the WW2 era, and how it was used tactically in bombing
campaigns, particularly in the Pacific Theatre in WW2 and Korea. Many thanks.
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From Nico Brinck
A Musarra Cannon in Georgia
It is a pleasant phenomenon that acquaintances of
mine on holiday very often think of me when they
come across a cannon. Nowadays a picture is easily
taken and forwarded. Recently a friend was in Kutaisi
in Georgia. In the local Historical Museum he had
discovered some old cannon and thought rightly that
he could make me happy with some pictures. I
received photographs of four different guns: two cast
iron Borgard pattern guns marked P and engraved
with a text in local language, an English iron
halfpounder
swivel
gun
and
a
beautifully
ornamented bronze gun.
Fortunately this friend sent me detailed pictures of the
markings on this piece. Then I discovered it was cast
in 1554 by Federico Musarra, a Sicilian gunfounder:
1SS4 OPVS FEDERICI MVSARRA. It shows also the coat
of arms of Sicily.

By coincidence an article in the Journal of the Ordnance Society , Vol 21, by Ridella
and Palazzolo had given an overview of the known production of the gunfounder
Musarra. In this article a gun is mentioned in Palermo in 1554 with weight c 10 r 62,
exactly the same as on the Kutaisi gun! So it could be the same piece.
Contact with Professor Ridella confirmed that it is very likely the gun mentioned in
the artcle, probably taken by the Ottomans and later conquered by Georgians.
The existance was unknown in Italy.
May the future bring me more emails of this kind!
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From Rob Morgan
MG34...or MG42?
I'm not sure which it is, but the complexity of the sights
and breech end suggest that it's the MG34, which I
think was only superseded by the MG42 due to its
complex and costly design and materials. It remained
in use to the end of the war in German hands, and
long after that with a score of nations. it seems likely
that somewhere in the ranks of the OS will be a
member highly knowledgeable in the subject of
machine guns who can provide some detail. This short
comment only comes about as I'm writing a wargame
note for a magazine in the USA, and the difficulties of
maintaining and using these weapons in winter
warfare on the OstFront cropped up. I'm grateful to
Jaime de Miguel, my colleague in Madrid for the
photograph, taken at a re-enactment event in Spain.
The gun and sight may well be a post war version, or
variant, recovered from anywhere between Croatia
and China.
_________________________________________________________________________________
The 3.7in Gun in WWII
I’ve acquired one of those remarkable Ian Allan
paperbacks originally published in the early 1960’s. This
one is ‘British Tanks 1915-1945’, by B.T.White, and some
seventy pages long, decently illustrated; the original cost
was three shillings and sixpence. The range of
publications was substantial, mainly, I believe, covering
naval subjects, so this one seems unusual.
Reading through a short guide to early British tanks gives
the opportunity to focus on one or two facts which might
otherwise be overlooked. In this case the 3.7 in gun
came to mind, as it appears once in the book, on page
70 in a description of the Tank, Heavy, Assault, Tortoise
(A.39), not I’ll admit a Second World War AFV which is
widely known. The ‘Tortoise’ was truly unusual in British
tank development terms, weighing 78 tons, with a crew of 7, and frontal armour of
some 9 inches! Design began in 1942, and six prototypes were completed as late as
1947. The photograph shows a huge tank which bears, as B.T.White comments, some
similarity to German S.P Guns of the late war. As the speed of the ‘Tortoise’ was a mere
12mph, its combat value may have been limited.
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The interesting point is the gun armament. This AFV carried a 3.7in gun (White refers to it
as a 32pdr). Most British tanks used the 2pdr, then the 6pdr, and latterly the 75mm, the
development of the numerous marks of ‘Valentine’ tank demonstrate this. When a
heavier tank gun appeared the 17pdr was the choice. Yet as articles published a few
years ago in this Newsletter reported, the value of the 3.7in gun, not merely as an antiaircraft gun, but against ground targets, post D-Day, was recognised, and ammunition
manufactured specifically for the purpose of anti-tank warfare.
It compared favourably with the German ‘88’, so why wasn’t this substantial and
effective gun adopted and used in what might seem an obvious role mounted as a
tank gun? Was it the lack of availability of suitable vehicles? Or service dogma? It can’t
have been a shortage of guns, surely? Can anyone explain?
_________________________________________________________________________________
From Terry Gander
Re Rob Morgan’s Bastille Day Card
If the Bastille Day 1917 postcard caption is correct the guns depicted on page 21 of
OSNL No 127 are almost certainly de Bange field guns. There were two of these pieces,
both accepted for French Army service back in 1877. They were the Canon de
Campagne de 80mm mle 1877 and its companion the 90mm mle 1877. Exactly what
model is shown on the postcard is impossible to determine and I cannot comment on
the uniforms.
Also in the de
Bange
family
came a 70mm
mountain
gun
and two long
range pieces, a
120mm and a
155mm.
All
these
pieces
had one thing in
common in that they all lacked any form of recoil mechanism and were thus well
obsolete when the Great War began in 1914. However, numbers were retained for
training or deployment to quiet sectors until they could be replaced. The drawing
supplied shows the 90mm de Bange along with its then (1877) innovative breech
arrangement. This gun could fire a 8.3kg shell to 9700m.
My interest in the de Bange guns followed a visit to Finland where I learned that the
French sent numbers of their old stockpiled de Bange relics (of all calibres) to help out
during the 1939-1940 Winter War against the Soviet Union. Despite the age and worn
state of the French contribution the Finns were glad to receive and use them to good
effect. They were retained in Finnish service until late 1951.
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From Rob Morgan – Book Review

‘The Medieval Cannon 1326-1494.' By Jonathan Davies - Illustrated by Hook, Shumate
and Walsh Osprey New Vanguard 273. Osprey Publishing. 2019. £11.99
The book is very well written indeed, and I can't praise its
simplicity of approach and competent detail too highly.
The author's note recommending this Society to readers of
his work, and acknowledging the help of Society
members is clearly of some value to our organisation, and
OS members published work features significantly in the
short bibliography.
Davies opens with a succinct account of the origins of
cannon in Christendom, and then briefly explores the
economics of that amazing product-gunpowder. There's
a decent note on the Loshult gun on page 8. His account
of the manufacture of guns deals with all of the types
encountered, bronze, wrought iron, cast-iron and the
most magnificent military manufacture of the period, the bombard! Plate A showing
the making of a wrought iron gun is very useful, as are his comments on gun-arrows and
ammunition. The discovery of 'glass cannon balls’ in Poland (p.17) is a new one on me any member know more of that?
Davies' goes on to examine the use of cannon in warfare, the recruitment and role of
gunners; the powder, the projectiles, and the many different mounts and carriages,
gun-carts and emplacements which were used and developed in the late medieval
period. He touches briefly on mantlets for medieval guns, a subject I've always thought
deserves a great deal more exploration. His final chapter, if that's the right term, deals
with guns in combat, on both sides in sieges, in the field, and at sea in both northern
waters and the Mediterranean, but the end date for the work, 1494 is, arguably, just a
little early for the important advances which followed the development of the gunport,
c. 1500. He, and I found this rather interesting, offers a strong rebuff to the suggestion
that early guns were as dangerous to their crews as to their enemies; ‘palpable
nonsense' is the term he uses.
Jonathan Davies' text, easy reading, is supported by numerous colour plates and
drawings along with a number of splendid photographs of guns of all sizes. Sadly, I
thought plate C, dealing with the logistics of artillery was a bit simplistic, the cart at (1)
doesn't look adequate! Nor does the rope tackle in plate B look sturdy enough to hoist
‘Mons Meg'! Several of the illustrations come from Zurich sources which will be new to
many, and there are some good and interesting photographs. I'd like to know more of
the cart-mounted gun at the Middelaldercentret in Denmark shown on page 41, for
instance. Overall, there's little to criticise in one of the best 'Osprey' titles for a very long
time. I heartily recommend the book. 10 out of 10.
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THE ORDNANCE SOCIETY
Unadopted Minutes of the Annual General Meeting
held on Saturday 16th November 2019
This year our AGM took place during the joint Conference with the Nautical Archaeological
Society at the University of Portsmouth commencing at 1700.
1.

Apologies for absence
Melvyn Gallagher, Rob Morgan, Rudi Roth, Peta Knott, T W Young, F Fiechter, Nico Brinck,
Ian Macdonald-Watson.
Attendance total: 14.

2.

Minutes of the AGM held 23rd September 2018
These were approved: proposed by Charles Trollope; seconded by Neil Grant. Passed.

3.

Matters arising - None

4.

Chairman’s Report
Follows

5.

Treasurer’s Report
Follows

6.

Secretary's Report
The Hon Sec reported that he had continued to deal with OS correspondence and
arrange meetings, and to help in the general running of the Society. He was pleased to
be involved in the arrangements for our joint conference with the NAS.

7.

Membership Secretary's Report
148 members, a decrease on last year (13 new members)
Offer from ex Fleet Air arm museum man, The Editor of the Journal of the Society for Army
Historical Research offered to post about 700 flyers with the JSARH. Trevor Parker agreed
to coordinate.

8.

Journal Editor’s Report – see Chair’s report below

9.

Newsletter Editor’s Report
The Newsletter Editor has tried to modernise the production and look of the Newsletter.
He said it would cost the OS nothing to produce if all members accepted it online.

10.

Publicity Officer’s Report

Peta Knott had let the Board know in advance of the meeting of her intention to stand
down from this post. She thanked the Board for her time working with the OS. The Board
expressed its sincere gratitude to Peta for all that she had done for the OS and for her
valuable contributions at Board Meetings.
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Our Facebook page has greatly improved the image of the Society, largely thanks to
Neil Grant, who was warmly thanked for his posts. Neil asked everyone for 1 post a
month, he would be happy to post them. This would provide a wider range of topics and
continue to increase our followers. 300 words and at least one photo required.
11.

Visits’ Secretary's Report

Neil Grant reported that in 2019 24 visits were offered. For three, there proved to be not
enough interest. But one was so popular that it was repeated.
So far for 2020 the Small Arms School, Shrivenham, and the Royal Artillery at Larkhill would
be offered again. And in May, Fort Benning in Georgia, USA for the adventurous.
12.

Constitution: Amendments; Complaints Procedure

These were necessary to keep the Ordnance Society’s governance up to date and fit
for purpose. The Board had approved them and details were supplied to members for
any comments. The Board sought approval to adopt the amendments and the
Complaints Procedure.
Proposed: Roger Emmerson, seconded: Alastair Fyfe. Passed nem con.
13.

Election of Members to the Board of Management

Roger Emmerson moved that the nominated members [Trevor Parker, Nicholas Hall,
Graham Whittington, Ian McKenzie, Nick Reed, Neil Grant, Geoff Smith] be proposed en
bloc; seconded: N Hall. Passed nem con [postal votes received are recorded on file]
14.

Any other business

Charles Trollope mentioned that he had visited Southsea Castle [Portsmouth City
Museums] on Saturday. The Castle was not fully open, and the guns were in a terrible
state. Young people came in who looked uninterested but once he started talking to
them they became interested with more coming over to listen.
Charles urged members to complain to the appropriate authorities.
GS offered [hard copy] ballistics books and papers.
Nick Reed publicised the Big Cannon Project. He would like photos and basic data of
guns from members.
Chair’s Report – Trevor Parker
I’d like to welcome you all to the Ordnance Society AGM here at the University of
Portsmouth, and in the middle of our first joint conference with another organisation, the
Nautical Archaeology Society. I would also like to thank the OS members who are not
attending the Conference for coming along today.
I’ll be giving a brief resume of the past year’s events and activities and then let the
individual board members report on their areas in more detail.
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The year’s highlights included a number of excellent visits organised by Neil Grant, proving
that his approach to finding visits with a wide range of different interests is a very successful
one. Neil also publishes a lot of posts in the Ordnance Society Facebook page and has
built up a large following for the Society.
The Journal situation had an initial set-back when our new Journal Editor Andrew Tzavaris
realised that his PhD studies did not allow him enough time to edit the OS Journal and gave
notice that he would have to resign. As can be imagined this caused some concern until
one of our board members, suggested that I should approach a new member, Clive
Woodley who was already the editor of the international “Defence Technology” journal
and has wide experience of ballistics and associated technologies. To cut a long story
short Clive agreed to take over the editorial role, picked up the preparation work that
Andrew had carried out, completed Volume 24 and then produced Volume 25, in colour
for the first time. This super achievement has been followed up with the imminent
publication of Volume 26. He has been very well supported by Kay Smith.
We have found a reliable and low cost for printing the Newsletters since the sad death of
Bryan Martin last year but have sadly failed to obtain Bryan’s stock of publications including
electronic copies.
During the year we managed to complete the upload of ALL of our Newsletter and Journal
publications to the OS web-site and made them available for download to members.
Since the completion of the uploads the OS board has been discussing making some
Journals and Newsletters generally available without a password. We still do not have the
Newsletters completely indexed and would like a volunteer to take on this task.
The OS decided to work with the Nautical Archaeology Society during the year to run our
first joint conference (which we are now half-way through!). A small team of Graham
Whittington, Nick Hall and Peta Knott worked with the NAS to manage the project which so
far is a great success. Peta is the Education Officer for the NAS and the close liaison
between the teams was very useful.
Apart from the loss of board member Andrew Tzavaras we are losing two more board
members. Peter Norris has also found that his PhD work restricts the time available for OS
activities and his geographic location in Liverpool has also made attendance at board
meetings and AGMs very difficult. Peta Knott is also not standing for re-election to the OS
board this year; her involvement with the NAS as Education Officer, which includes a lot of
travel, has persuaded her that she cannot give as much time as she would like to the OS. I
would like to thank these three for their work and efforts for the OS.
The splendid efforts to get the OS up to date with our Journal publication has, as expected,
impacted significantly on our cash reserves and with the ongoing increases in both
postage and printing costs, the OS board will be looking at ways to boost our income.
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The year ahead looks bright with the expected super range of visits that Neil Grant is
already working on and the OS will be coming up with some new initiatives with the aim of
providing additional benefits to members as well as increasing our income.
The loss of some board members this year means that there are vacancies and any
member who would like to contribute to the OS is encouraged to volunteer.
I would like to end by thanking my OS board colleagues for all their work and efforts during
the past year - much appreciated.

Honorary Treasurer’s Report – Geoff Smith
This year has seen greater expenditure than normal. This has been caused by the
publication of journals held over from previous years. This was entirely expected and the
funds for this were available from previous set-aside.
Increases in cost were also incurred by the decision to publish the Journal in full colour and
significantly increased postal charges. Total c. £1500 per issue depending on size etc..
Newsletter outgoings £ 2000pa
Membership subscription in all grades is the major source of income and continues to
provide sufficient funding for current and anticipated needs. This is supported by lesser
occasional income from back issue journals etc. Membership income c. £ 2950 pa
Accounts for the OS/NAS conference are not complete at the time of writing but are
expected to break even.
Interest paid on the Business Premium account continues to be insignificant. It is used solely
to accumulate surplus in anticipation of future journals and to adjust cash flow in the
Community account for that purpose.
Balances as of 14.11.19
Community account

£1391.79

Business Premium

£7376.22

Total available funds

£8768.01

(£13008.01 1918)

A decrease in funds of £4240 due to publication of back No. journals. This is adequate to
cover outstanding planned journals next year. However the projected expenditure for
future years indicates a potential deficit of £500 pa. To be addressed by the Board and
subject to review when the current backlog of journals has been cleared.
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